Determinantal processes are a family of point processes with a rich algebraic structure that were first used to model fermions in quantum mechanics and then appeared to cover a variety of interesting models in random matrices, physics and combinatorics. A common feature of determinantal processes is the local repulsive behavior of points. In [1] this repelling property has been used to construct configurations of points on the sphere with low discrepancy. In hopes of applying the same idea in the context of combinatorial discrepancy, i.e. coloring each element of a finite set blue or red in a way that the imbalance in some given test sets becomes as low as possible, we use Hermitian determinantal processes to generate random colorings.
Introduction
In 1964, Roth proved that for any blue-red coloring of [N ] := {1, 2, . . . , N }, there always exists an arithmetic progression, in which the difference between the number of red and blue points is Ω(N 1 4 ) [4] . Roth's theorem is one of the first results in a field that was later named combinatorial discrepancy theory. If we forget the special structure of the family of arithmetic progressions in [N ], we can formulate the basic problem of this field in a more general form: Definition 1.1. Assume that Ω is a finite set.
• Any S ⊆ 2 Ω is called a set system on Ω.
• A two-coloring or more simply a coloring of Ω is a function χ : Ω → {−1, 1}.
• Given a set system S, a coloring χ , and some S ∈ S, we define χ (S) := s∈S χ (s)
and set the discrepancy of S to be: is a measure of the imbalance between the number of red and blue elements in S due to χ . Now, the problem is to compute Disc(S).
Remark 1.2.
Since the structure of a set system remains unaffected if we change labels of points in the ground set, from now on we suppose Ω to be [N ] for some N ∈ N.
What we call quantum discrepancy is a generalization of the combinatorial discrepancy: Definition 1.3. Suppose N is a natural number.
• A finite set P of orthogonal projections of C N , is called a projection system in C N .
• An N × N Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues in {−1, 1} is named a quantum coloring.
• We define the quantum discrepancy of a projection system P to be QDisc(P) = min χ: quantum coloring max P ∈P (tr( χ P )) 2 + tr ( χ [ χ , P ]P ) 2) where [A, B] := AB − BA is the commutator of A and B.
To a set system S ⊆ [N ] we can assign a projection system P S in a natural way: for S ∈ S we set P S to be the orthogonal projection onto the subspace spanned by {e i ; i ∈ S}, where {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e N } is the standard basis of C N . Moreover, any coloring χ of [N ] can be considered as a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries ±1. Obviously for any S ⊆ [N ], tr( χ P S ) = χ (S) and since χ and P S are both diagonal, [ χ , P S ] = 0. Hence, (tr( χ P S )) 2 + tr ( χ [ χ , P S ]P S )
and quantum discrepancy of a projection system is a generalization of combinatorial discrepancy of a set system. However there is a more profound insight into the formulation (1.2), that comes below.
Remark 1.4.
Appearance of [ χ , P ] in (1.2) , reveals the strong non-commutative essence of the new definition. This non-commutativity is a result of extending the notion of coloring. So, we have a non-commutative concept of discrepancy even for set systems.
There is another aspect of a non-commutative generalization which lies in P. If any two projections in P commute, then P, possibly after a unitary change of basis, corresponds to a set system, and because of the cyclic property of the trace function, QDisc(P) will be equal to QDisc(P S ) for some set system S.
It is not the first appearance of a non-commutative version of discrepancy. Weaver in 2004 points briefly to "interest in noncommutative discrepancy" [23] . In that paper he also suggests a completely different formulation (see Rem. 1.22) .
The structure of this paper is as follows. We begin by explaining the intuition behind Def. 1.3. After that, we provide backgrounds needed for better understanding of our definition, problems that we have chosen to solve and their solutions. In order to justify the phrase quantum discrepancy this subsection is augmented with some material on quantum mechanics and fermionic systems. Note that these parts can be safely skipped.
In 1.3 we list main results of this paper and postpone the proofs to Sec. 2.
Intuition behind quantum Discrepancy
Although the combinatorial discrepancy problem is easy to state, it's very hard to solve.
To find a low-discrepancy coloring, we can't rely on exhaustive search, because the involved combinatorial minimization has exponentially many feasible values. Therefore, one may aim to give general bounds for discrepancy of large classes of set systems or estimate the discrepancy for special set systems with extra structures. Same as many other combinatorial problems, probabilistic methods are essential to obtain non-trivial bounds. For instance, suppose that instead of considering deterministic colorings, we color each point in [N ] , uniformly and independently red or blue. Although points are colored independently, this technique leads to an upper bound in terms of N and the size of the set system which is tight up to a logarithmic factor for a general set system (see Lem. 1.17 and Thm. 1.19) . This simple idea is also a basis for two efficient, nonconstructive methods in discrepancy, partial coloring and entropy methods. Hence, it is plausible to expect that by coloring points randomly, and negatively dependent, we obtain some improved results. Note that negative dependence between the colors of points helps to avoid the accumulation of points with the same color in a set. 
We call K the kernel of X. For technical reasons, such as exploiting the features of Hermitian matrices, and to give a quantum interpretation of our non-commutative discrepancy we confine ourselves to the family of determinantal processes with Hermitian kernels. So, hereafter, by a determinantal process we mean such a process.
Assume S is a set system and X a determinantal process on [N ] . We think of X as a random set of red points in [N ] . For S ∈ S, let X(S) be the number of red points of the subset S, i.e. X(S) = |X ∩ S|. For each S ∈ S, |2X(S) − |S|| is a random variable, and its expected value can be considered as a measure of how much a random coloring X, makes the set S unbalanced. For more simplicity, we replace this quantity and its expectation with, respectively, (2X(S) − |S|) 2 and E (2X(S) − |S|) 
Clearly, if X is the uniform independent coloring of points, and so has kernel 1 2 I N , the first summand on the right hand side will be zero. Moreover, for a deterministic coloring X the second summand vanishes. The point of taking minimum over all determinantal processes in (1.4) is that some determinantal processes may make both summands for each set S, and consequently min X max S∈S E (2X(S) − |S|)
From the existence of a process X with small max
we are not allowed to conclude the existence of low-discrepancy realizations, i.e. deterministic colorings. However, we hope to have some concentration of measure phenomenon here which enables us to do that.
If K is the kernel of X, then for each set S we have 5) in which I N is the identity matrix of size N . See Rem. 1.12 for more explanation.
Because of Rem. 1.6 and (1.5), the quantity in (1.4) is equal to 6) where K varies over the set of all positive semidefinite contractions 1 .
Up to now, taking a probabilistic step, we have a kind of discrepancy concept for a set of diagonal orthogonal projections. We can still go further by eliminating the constraint of being diagonal. So, for a projection system P in C N ,
may be a choice for its discrepancy. Here, the set of values of K is the same as in (1.6).
After making two changes to the quantity in (1.7) we come to our ultimate definition of quantum discrepancy, (1.2), and it becomes more meaningful to name this noncommutative discrepancy, quantum discrepancy:
1 A matrix is said to be a contraction if its operator norm is at most 1.
Restricting the set of kernels: We are to limit the set on which the minimum is computed to orthogonal projections. Note that positive semidefinite contractions constitute a convex set, the extreme points of which are exactly orthogonal projec- • Two sorts of randomness are possible in the state of a quantum system: apparent and intrinsic. The apparent one is caused by lack of full information about the state of a system and is common between classical and quantum systems. The intrinsic randomness which is an exclusive feature of quantum systems does exist even if the state of a system is completely known [5] .
A state with merely intrinsic randomness is represented by a unit vector, or equivalently, an orthogonal projection onto some one dimensional subspace, while one with apparent randomness is a convex combination of rank-one orthogonal projections.
• To each orthogonal projection to a subspace of C N , we can assign a unit vector in an appropriate Fock space [10] . Therefore, each orthogonal projection corresponds to a state of a quantum system that involves just intrinsic randomness.
Hence, as the apparent randomness that may exist in a classical system is eliminated in combinatorial discrepancy, in quantum case we exclude the apparent randomness of a quantum system. In Rem. 1.16 we will provide more details.
Result of substituting the described set in (1.7) is (1.8)
2 From now on we won't emphasize on dimensions of matrices unless it leads to an ambiguity.
Symmetrizing around the origin:
We scale and shift the feasible set of minimization in (1.8). For an orthogonal projection Q define χ := 2Q − I. Clearly, χ is a quantum coloring and every quantum coloring can be obtained in this way. Note that:
• Deterministic colorings can be represented exactly by diagonal quantum colorings. So, quantum coloring is a generalization of deterministic coloring.
• As deterministic colorings are the extreme points of the unit ball of . ∞ in R N , quantum colorings constitute the extreme set of the unit ball of the operator norm in the space of Hermitian matrices.
Replacing Q by χ in (1.8), and using the fact that χ 2 = I gives:
(1.9)
Since P − ( χ P ) 2 = χ 2 P − ( χ P ) 2 = χ ( χ P − P χ )P , the quantity in (1.9) equals to what we used to define the quantum discrepancy of a projection system P in (1.2). Although we defined quantum discrepancy via (1.2), we use the equal form (1.9) in our computations.
Remark 1.9. To be sure that the new quantity is well-defined, we have to verify that
2 is a nonnegative real number for each orthogonal projection P . We investigate the latter. So, we show that when χ is an quantum coloring, tr( χ P ) is a real number, and tr ( χ P )
2 is a real number not exceeding tr(P ):
• tr( χ P ) = tr (( χ P ) * ) = tr(P χ ) = tr( χ P ). Hence, tr( χ P ) is real.
• tr ( χ P ) 2 ∈ R can be obtained similarly. If P v = 0 for a vector v ∈ C N , then
is an eigenvalue of ( χ P ) 2 with multiplicity at least N − tr(P ).
Since the operator norm of ( χ P ) 2 is at most 1, all of its eigenvalues are in the unit disc. Hence, tr(( χ P ) 2 ) ≤ |tr( χ P ) 2 | ≤ tr(P ). [16] .
i. Associated to any isolated physical system is a Hilbert space known as the state space of the system. The system is completely described by its state vector, which is a unit vector in its state space.
ii. The state space of a composite physical system is the tensor product of the state spaces of its components. Moreover, if we have systems numbered 1 through n, and system number i is prepared in the state ϕ i , then the joint state of the total
iii. Quantum measurements are described by a collection {M m } of measurement operators. These are operators acting on the state space of the system being measured.
The index m refers to the measurement outcomes that may occur in the experiment.
If the state of the quantum system is ϕ immediately before the measurement, then the probability that result m occurs is given by p(m) := M m ϕ 2 , and the state of the system after measurement is As is stated in the first postulate, a quantum system is completely described by its state vector. However, we may encounter a quantum system that we don't know its state fully. More precisely, suppose there is a family of states {ϕ i } i so that a quantum system is in ϕ i with probability p i for each i. To represent such a system we use the operator
Note that ρ is a positive semi-definite trace class operator with trace one. We call such an operator a density operator. It can be shown that each density operator charac-terizes a quantum system. When ρ is a rank-one orthogonal projection, the state of the corresponding system is completely known. So, we distinguish two distinct cases.
When the state of a quantum system is completely known, it is represented by a unit vector in the state space or equivalently by a rank-one orthogonal projection of that space. We call such a state a pure state. Otherwise, the state of the system is shown by a density operator which is a non-trivial convex combination of some rank-one orthogonal projections. This kind of state is called a mixed state. It can be easily verified that the set of density operators is convex and its extreme points are exactly rank-one orthogonal projections.
Before, we told about two sorts of randomness in the state of a quantum system. The apparent randomness exists in a mixed state and is due to the fact that the pure state of the system is determined by a probability distribution. However, the third postulate shows that even if a system is in a pure state, the result of a measurement is not necessarily deterministic. This randomness is what we pointed to as the intrinsic randomness.
Determinantal Point Processes Preliminaries
As it's mentioned in [14, 19] , continuous determinantal processes were introduced by Macchi in 1975. She considered a model for a system of some fermions in thermal equilibrium and named this class of processes the fermion random point processes. The fact that joint intensities of determinantal processes can be expressed by determinants, illustrates that fermions obey the Pauli exclusion principle 3 . However, it wasn't the first appearance of determinantal processes. In 1950s Wigner investigated the distribution of eigenvalues of some family of large random matrices in order to study the energy levels of large atoms. In the early 1960s, Dyson showed that joint intensities of the distributions Wigner was interested in, can be formulated as determinants. Daley and Vere-Jones for the first time pointed to the discrete case. In two exercises of their book, [7] , they have pointed that a continuous determinantal process can be obtained as the scaling limit of discrete determinantal measures. Discovering new connections between fermion processes and random matrices, representation theory, random growth models, combinatorics and number theory, at the end of twentieth century, made these processes more notable, and gradually their name changed to determinantal processes.
, that appeared in Def. 1.5, 3 Pauli exclusion principle is a principle in quantum mechanics which says that no two indistinguishable fermions can occupy the same quantum state simultaneously.
are called joint intensities or correlation functions of the process. By applying the inclusion-exclusion principle, one can find the distribution of X from joint intensities.
There exist other ways for determining the distribution of a point process. An advantage of joint intensities is that they are more convenient for computing the moments of X(S)s.
For example, to prove (1.5) we need to compute E [X(S)] and E (X(S))
2 . One has:
and all terms in both of last equalities are values of joint intensities of X.
The following proposition that will be used here concerns the restriction of a determinantal process to a set, and also the size of a determinantal process:
, where X i s are independent Bernoulli random variables and
. . ,N. In particular, if X is a projection determinantal process, i.e. if K is an orthogonal projection, all realizations of X have the same size that is
tr(K).
See chapter four of the book [12] for the proof of this and other main properties of determinantal process, and also for various examples of these random objects.
Each Projection Determinantal Process Is a Pure State.
Consider Q as the kernel of an n-element projection determinantal process on [N ] . So, Q is an orthogonal projection of C N onto some n-dimensional subspace V . To Q we assign a unit vector in some Hilbert space and interpret it as a pure state of some quantum system. We apply an idea that is partially borrowed from [12] .
is an orthonormal basis of V , and so Q = n i=1 ϕ i ϕ * i . We may consider each ϕ i as the pure state of some quantum particle with state space C N , and set of positions [N ] . Given n indistinguishable particles with states ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . , ϕ n , we want to find the state vector ϕ of the quantum system they form. One may assume the position of particles independent and suggest ϕ 1 ( 
Particles that satisfy (1.10) are called bosons and those that satisfy (1.11) are called fermions. Considering the position of each particle in a bosonic or fermionic system, we will have permanental or determinantal process on [N ], respectively. Determinantal process are of more mathematical importance. We remark that the phrase on the righthand side of (1.11) is called a Slater determinant.
n , and ϕ as is a unit vector in the state space n C N .
Remark 1.14. If we ignore the assumption of orthonormality of the set of states {ϕ i } i , (1.11) shows that when ϕ i and ϕ j are the same for i = j, ϕ vanishes everywhere. So, there is no quantum system including two or more indistinguishable fermions, occupying the same state. This statement is exactly the Pauli exclusion principle. Another property of fermionic particles is their repulsive behavior: no two particles can have the same positions. 
We refer you to [10, 21] for the theory behind this remark, but let us see how ϕ 1 ∧ ϕ 2 . . . ∧ ϕ n is related to X. Suppose {e 1 , . . . , e N } is the standard basis of C N . It can be shown that {e m1 ∧ . . . , e mn ; m 1 < . . . < m n , 1 ≤ m i ≤ N } is an orthonormal basis for n C N . So,
where ., . is the inner product on n C N and is defined by means of the inner product of C N :
Hence, when this fermionic system of indistinguishable particles is in the state ϕ 1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕ n , if we measure positions of the particles, the result will be {m 1 , . . . , m n } with To be more precise, we should remark that each pure state of a fermionic system can not be assigned to a projection determinantal process. If we assume that each of the fermions has the single-particle space C N , then a general fermionic system includes at most N particles. Mathematically, the state space of this system is the N th Fock space over C N , that is
Hence, each unit vector in this Hilbert space is assumed to be a pure state of some fermionic space. But, all these states are not physical. Physical states follow a superselection rule that prohibits the superposition of states with different total particle numbers [8] . So, each physically possible pure state is an element of n C N for an appropriate n ≤ N . Even in this subspace, only pure states without quantum correlation can be assigned to a projection determinantal process. As is stated in [9] , quantum correlation in systems of indistinguishable fermions arises if more than one Slater determinant is involved in the wave function, i.e. if there is no single-particle basis such that a given state of n indistinguishable fermions can be represented as an Slater determinant. This correlation is the analogue of quantum entanglement in separated systems and are es-sential for quantum information processing in non-separated systems.
Physical mixed states of fermionic systems are also divided into correlated and noncorrelated states. Non-correlated mixed states are those that can be displayed as the convex combination of a family of non-correlated pure states [9] .
It can be shown that each determinantal process on [N ] corresponds to a non-correlated physical state of a fermionic system with single-particle space C N in a way that this state is pure exactly when the determinatal process is a projection process [10] . Hence, as deterministic colorings are extreme points of the set of all independent random colorings, quantum colorings are in one-to-one correspondence with extreme points of the set of non-correlated physical states of a fermionic system.
Combinatorial Discrepancy
Discrepancy theory is about distributing points in some space in a way to be as evenly Combinatorial or red-blue discrepancy: Although there are examples such as the set system of arithmetic progressions and unimodular set systems that had been studied comprehensively some decades earlier, the theory was founded in 1980s.
Combinatorial discrepancy problem can be viewed as a generalization of the vertex coloring of a graph to a finite hypergraph, which is nothing but a set system S where the vertex set and the set of hyperedges are, respectively, [N ] and S. It was Beck who coined the term discrepancy of a hypergraph [13] .
Discrepancy theory is a live area of mathematics, and is related to, or has some applications in diverse fields like number theory, Monte Carlo methods, numerical integration, Ramsey theory, hypergraph coloring, algorithms, and complexity.
As a good reference for discrepancy theory, one can see [4] , [6] , or [15] . The above historical notes and most of what we will see in this part are gathered from these texts.
Here, we just point to some famous results and problems in combinatorial discrepancy.
We hope this brief review provides more insights into the results of this work, and into the differences and similarities of combinatorial discrepancy and its quantum analog.
Upper and Lower Bounds
Different methods have been used to find upper and lower bounds for discrepancy of various kinds of set systems.
Probabilistic Methods:
Considering a random coloring of [N ], one can obtain a general upper bound:
Lemma 1.17 (Random Coloring Lemma).
Assume that S is a set system con-
, and χ is the uniform random coloring. The probability of the event
On the other hand, if S is a random set system with members independently and uniformly chosen from 2
[N ] , then we get In particular, if
He proved this result using the entropy method, which is an improvement of the Beck's partial coloring method. See [15] for details of these methods.
Linear Algebraic Methods:
Beck and Fiala in 1981 established an upper bound for another class of set systems, i.e. the bounded degree ones. 
What Will Be Proved Here
First, we give a trivial upper bound for QDisc(P):
Theorem 1.24 (Trivial Upper Bound).
For each projection system P in C N we have
(1.12)
Then,using random quantum colorings we prove another upper bound: Theorem 1.25. Suppose P is an M -element projection system in C N . Then 
then there is an M -element projection system P in C N with the property that QDisc(P) = Ω( N + log M ).
(1.14)
For us, to have a novel approach to encounter combinatorial discrepancy problems was one of the most essential motivations in defining and investigating quantum discrepancy. To this point, our attempts in this direction have led to controlling quantum discrepancy of a set system S (in fact of its corresponding projection system) by its combinatorial discrepancy. By definition,
QDisc(P S ) ≤ Disc(S).
At the other hand, we have: ii. If QDisc(P S ) ≥ α log(2M ) for some α > 0, there exists a positive constant c = c(α)
such that
Disc(S).
(1.16)
The point of this theorem is that for a set system the quantum discrepancy can't be arbitrarily smaller than the combinatorial one. Besides, it can help us in estimating the quantum discrepancy. Θ(N ) . So, the condition of part ii in Thm. 1.27 is satisfied and
(1.18) Therefore, 19) where c 1 = c 1 (ǫ) and c 2 are suitable positive constants.
quantum Discrepancy: Results

A General Upper Bound
It's obvious that for a set S ⊆ [N ] and each determinantal process X, X(S) −
So, by definition, QDisc(P S ) ≤ N . Thm. 1.24 states that this bound also holds for an arbitrary projection system.
Proof of Theorem 1.24.
We show that if χ and P are respectively an quantum coloring and an orthogonal projection in C N , then
and this results in what we want.
By the cyclic property of trace map and considering the spectral decomposition of χ we can suppose, without loss of generality, that χ is diagonal. By computing diagonal entries of χ P and ( χ P )
2 it can be shown that
Regarding P as the kernel of some determinantal process, P ii P jj − |P ij | 2 is the value of probability of some event and thus between 0 and 1. Diagonal entries of χ are −1 or 1, and we conclude that
At last, (tr ( χ P ))
Instead of proving Thm. 1.25 directly, we prove a more general theorem, Thm. 2.2, of which the former is a consequence. Our approach to give an upper bound for quantum discrepancy of a general projection system P in C N is to investigate random variables
2 when χ is a random quantum coloring in C N and P ∈ P.
Definition 2.1. By a random quantum coloring we mean a random matrix χ := U DU * , where U has Haar distribution on the group of N × N unitary matrices, U(N ), and
We are going to find proper ∆ P for each P ∈ P, such that ∆ P and at the same time P [ χ (P ) > ∆ P ] are sufficiently small. After that, using union bound, we will deduce that P P ∈P χ (P ) > ∆ P < 1. This yields to the fact that min χ:realization
and thus, QDisc(P) ≤ max P ∈P ∆ P .
We claim the following theorem provides appropriate values of ∆ P s.
Theorem 2.2 (quantum Random Coloring).
Suppose P is an M -element projection system in C N . For any P ∈ P, we set
in which c > 0 is a constant independent of N , M and P . For large enough values of N and M , the probability that a random quantum coloring χ satisfies, simultaneously, all inequalities χ (P ) ≤ ∆ P , P ∈ P is at least In particular, when at least one of N or M tends to infinity, QDisc(P) = O( √ N + log M ).
A substantial tool, here and also in the next subsection, is a proposition that empowers us to talk about the concentration of χ (P ) around its mean. See Corollary 4.4.31 in [2] .
By M N (C) we denote the set of N × N matrices with complex entries.
Proposition 2.3. Assume we are given deterministic matrices X 1 , . . . , X k ∈ M N (C) and a constant σ that controls all singular values of these matrices from above. Let
. . , x k+2 ) be a polynomial of k + 2 non-commutative variables with complex coefficients. For X ∈ U(N ) define f (X) := tr p(X, X * , X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X k ) . Then, there are positive constants N 0 = N 0 (p) and c = c(p, σ) such that for any δ > 0 and N > N 0 , 1) in which, P is the unique Haar probability measure on U(N ) and E[f (X)] is the expected value of f with respect to P.
Let's describe how this proposition helps us to find proper values of ∆ P s. For any P ∈ P
So, to show that P [ χ (P ) > ∆ P ] is small, it suffices to find ∆ P in such a way that each summand on the right hand side of the last inequality becomes small.
2 , then for a random quantum coloring χ
Since the singular values of D and each P is at most 1, by Prop. 2.3 we have constants
> 0 and a natural number N 0 such that for N > N 0 and δ > 0,
For instance, the second inequality says that 
Lemma 2.4. If χ is a random quantum coloring, and P an orthogonal projection in C
3)
Proof . We compute exact values of E tr( χ P ) and E tr ( χ P )
2 . It's enough to compute the diagonal entries of the corresponding matrix in each case.
E tr( χ P ) : E tr( χ P ) : E tr( χ P ) :
Since Haar measure is invariant under left and right multiplication by a unitary matrix, all entries of U are identically distributed, and U ij U lj is symmetric around the origin unless l = i, in which case
If {i, m} = {l, q}, U ij U mn U lj U qn is symmetrically distributed around the origin and thus its mean is zero (For instance, if i ∈ {l, q}, we multiply the i th row of U by −1 or i, respectively, according to whether i = j or i = j. Both of these operations can be expressed as the multiplication of U by a unitary matrix, so, do not change the distribution of U ij U mn U lj U qn .). We will consider three distinct situations that lead to {i, m} = {l, q} separately. In each of them some of the following quantities, computed in [11] , will arise:
The remarked situations are:
The contribution of this case to E ( χ P )
The portion of E ( χ P )
2 ii due to this case equals:
Putting all these parts together we obtain:
ii and
and thus
Remark 2.5. According to Rem. 1.9
All elements needed to prove Thm. 2.2 are now gathered.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Remind that
We show for each P ∈ P, none of P |tr( χ P )| > ∆P √ 2
can be more than
4M
. Then, because of (2.2) we see c 2 ) , where c 1 and c 2 are the constants we pointed to after Prop. 2.3.
(for large values of N , by Prop. 2.3)
At last, since 0 ≤ rank(P ) ≤ N , for every P ∈ P,
and QDisc(P ) = O( √ N + log M ) when M or N goes to infinity.
Remark 2.6. In order to prove QDisc(P) = O( √ N + log M ), it was enough to show that the desired event occurs with positive probability. Then, even we could improve the value of ∆ P by a multiplicative constant. Point of the present form is that it's algorithmically important: it provides us a random method to produce quantum colorings of quantum discrepancy with the claimed order.
Where This Upper Bound Is Tight!
We are to give the proof of Thm. 1.26. The proof is again probabilistic, but this time via investigating a random projection system. Definition 2.7.
• We define a random projection in C N to be a random matrix P := U ΠU * , where U is a random element of U(N ) with Haar distribution and Π :=
random projection in C N is the orthogonal projection onto some random subspace
• P := {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P M } is a random projection system in
is a random projection in C N , and the corresponding random unitary matrices
In this subsection we assume P to be a random projection system in C N with M elements. Suppose M and N satisfy the conditions of Thm. 1.26, i.e.,
To prove this theorem it's sufficient to show that there exists some constant ζ > 0, independent of M, N such that P QDisc(P) ≤ ζ N + log M < 1.
Notice that
If the number of colorings were finite and not too large, we could hope to use union bound together with the Prop. 2.
3 to obtain what we want. But, the set of quantum colorings is actually uncountable! However, we can apply this idea in an indirect manner.
The method we use is borrowed from [22] . There, an upper bound for the operator norm of certain family of random matrices is proved. The technique that is used is named the epsilon net argument, and, as is pointed in [22] , is a simple form of the chaining method.
The following lemma provides us a way to go from the uncountable set of colorings to an appropriate finite subset:
For any ǫ > 0, there exists a finite set
Proof . We set Σ (ǫ) to be an ǫ-net in C, that is a maximal subset of C with the property that the distance between each two distinct points is more than ǫ. We show that Σ 
Remark 2.9. Consider Y as a random object and ϕ(x, Y ) as a random function such that for any realization y of Y its value, ϕ(x; y), is an L-Lipschitz real-valued function on compact set C. Then, by the previous lemma, for any ∆, ǫ > 0
Therefore, with appropriate upper bounds for the size of Σ (ǫ) and probability values in the last summation, we can control the probability of the event min x∈C ϕ(x, Y ) ≤ ∆.
Before commencing the proof of Thm. 1.26, we provide a tool for verifying the Lipschitz property of functions we encounter with: Proposition 2.10 (Matrix Hölder Inequality). For P, Q ∈ M N (C) and 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞ with property 8) where, . p is the Schatten p-norm which is defined for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and a matrix P ∈ M N (C) with singular values σ 1 ≤ σ 2 ≤ · · · ≤ σ N as
The proof of this inequality can be found in [3] .
Proof of Theorem 1.26. Suppose ζ > 0 and set C to be the set of quantum colorings in C N . Given
By non-negativity of (tr( χ P )) 2 and tr P − ( χ P ) 2 , we obtain
Assuming (2.6), we prove there's a proper value for ζ > 0, independent of M or N , so that P min
for large enough values of M and N . We'll achieve this goal by applying the ǫ-net argument twice.
To be permitted to make use of Lem. 2.8, we need to check compactness and Lipschitz property: • Since the maximum of a family of L-Lipschitz functions is again L-Lipschitz, we, with Rem. 2.9 in mind, verify the Lipschitz property for functions tr( χP ) and tr P − ( χP ) 2 for some realizationP of a random projection P :
So, for any realization P of P, ϕ 1 ( χ ;P ) := maxP ∈P tr( χP ) is
On the other hand
and for an arbitrary realization P, ϕ 2 ( χ ; P) := maxP ∈ P tr P − ( χP ) 2 is 2N -Lipschitz on C 2 .
We conclude that for any ǫ > 0 there are (finite) ǫ-nets Σ
and P min
Now, we are almost done! First, two observations:
• Suppose 0 < ǫ ≤ 1. According to the proof of Lem. 2.8 and since for every quantum
• If ∆ > 0, then for any quantum coloring χ P max
where P is a random projection. The last equality holds because elements of P are identically distributed.
With the same argument, for any quantum coloring χ P max
Combining (2.9), (2.11), and (2.12) we get P min
Similarly, (2.10), (2.11), and (2.13) lead to P min
It remains to provide upper bounds for max χ∈Σ
and max χ∈Σ 
for a random unitary U with Haar distribution. So, according to results of the last subsection, we obtain for χ ∈ C 1 that 16) and for χ ∈ C 2 that The last line is true by Prop. 2.3 for large enough N s and the very constant c 1 we introduced in the previous subsection.
Also, we have P tr P − ( χ P ) 2 ≤ ζ 2 (N + log M ) + 2ǫN = P tr P − ( χ P ) 2 − E tr P − ( χ P ) 2 ≤ ζ 2 (N + log M ) + 2ǫN − E tr P − ( χ P ) 2 ≤ P tr P − ( χ P ) 2 − E tr P − ( χ P ) ≤ P tr P − ( χ P ) 2 − E tr P − ( χ P ) 2 ≤ ζ 2 (1 + α) + 2ǫ − 1 5 N (∃α > 0, log M ≤ αN )
≤ P tr P − ( χ P ) 2 − E tr P − ( χ P ) Assuming this, we conclude from Prop. 2.3 that
where c 2 is as before.
We substitute (2.18) in (2.14) to reach to P min Therefore, P minχ ∈C1 max P ∈P tr( χ P ) ≤ ζ √ N + log M is less than So P minχ ∈C2 max P ∈P tr P − ( χ P ) 2 ≤ ζ 2 (N + log M ) will, ultimately, be less than To finish the proof it's enough to show that for any α > 0, (2.19 ) is satisfied by some constants of ζ, ǫ > 0 which are independent of M and N . This is obvious since we can put ǫ = Comparing with the combinatorial case the random coloring upper bound is tight in a wider range. The reason seems to be hidden in the strength of concentration properties of random unitary matrices, e. g. one given in Prop. 2.3.
Set Systems: Comparing Combinatorial and quantum Discrepancy
For a set system S both Disc(S) and QDisc(P S ) are defined. We are, naturally, interested in relations between these quantities and Thm. 1.27 is an example of such a relation.
By definition of a projection determinatal process, The idea of proof of Thm. 1.27 is that if there is a projection determinantal process X for which max S∈S E (2X(S) − |S|) Proof of Theorem 1.27. We only prove part i , since the other part can be proved completely similar.
max S∈S E (2X(S) − |S|) 
